Pattern matching is one of the major issues in the area of network security and also in many other areas. The increase in network speed and traffic may cause the existing algorithms to become a performance bottleneck. Therefore, it is very necessary to develop more efficient pattern matching algorithm, in order to overcome troubles on performance. There are several algorithms in use, in which, DP algorithm (Devaki -Paul algorithm) is yielding good results in many cases. However, this algorithm was proposed only for the single pattern matching. But, now-a-days it is very necessary to find the multiple patterns in NIDS etc. In this paper, we are giving a new proposal to the DP algorithm (Devaki -Paul algorithm) to make it efficient and works also for the multiple pattern matching. The algorithm was tested and validated and the results have proved that the performance of DP algorithm is better than BM algorithm (Boyer -Moore algorithm) and the Quick Search algorithm. In case of tests with repeated character, its performance is greater than 1%~50% with BM and Quick Search algorithms. In case of tests with the English Text and Random Pattern, it's greater than 33%~91% with BM and 37%~85% with Quick Search algorithms. In case of tests with the English Text and Random Pattern of an unsuccessful search, its performance is greater than BM and Quick Search algorithms with 100%, if either the first and/or the last character of the pattern in the given text were not present.
INTRODUCTION
Pattern matching is one of the basic and most important issues, which have been studied, in the research areas of computer science. In a standard problem, we are required to find all occurrences of the pattern in the given input text, known as single pattern matching [6] . Suppose, if more than one pattern are matched against the given input text simultaneously, then it is known as, multiple pattern matching. The multiple patterns matching technique can be used in many applications. It is used in data filtering or data mining (to find selected patterns from a stream of new feed), network security applications (to detect certain suspicious keywords), glimpse to support Boolean queries by searching for all terms at the same time and then intersecting the results, DNA searching, patterns that can have several forms such as dates, names etc and also in many areas.
String matching algorithms are used also in Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) [3] which is widely recognized as a powerful tool for identifying deterring and deflecting malicious attacks over the network. In network security realm, the pattern is a string indicating a network intrusion, attack, virus, snort, spam or dirty network information etc [9] . Besides, there are many other applications which can be found in [4] , [5] , [6] , and [7] . Here, we are proposing an enhancement to the preprocessing phase of the DP algorithm (Devaki -Paul algorithm). With this enhanced preprocessing phase the DP algorithm is able to find all the occurrences of multiple patterns in a given input text.
Since the evolution of the Boyer -Moore (BM algorithm) [8] and the Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP algorithm) [2] and [12] algorithms, many more techniques were proposed by many researchers, to find the exact pattern matching, by improving the performance and efficiency. The BM algorithm is considered as one of the most efficient pattern matching algorithm in general applications and is also known as the best average-case performance algorithm of any algorithm [8] , [9] and [10] . The algorithm requires a preprocessing of the given input text with respect to the given pattern to construct a table before starting the search, which takes O(m+σ) time. If we want to search for more patterns in the same given input text, we need to repeat the preprocessing phase on the same given input text with respect to every new pattern. Hence, the BM algorithm is yielding a good result in case of single pattern matching, but, not for multiple patterns matching.
The DP algorithm [1] is yielding good results when compared with the above said algorithms in many cases for single pattern matching. The key features of DP algorithm for single pattern matching are:
•
The preprocessing phase is of O(m) time.
The search phase time complexity is directly proportional to the number of occurrences of the first and the last characters of the pattern in the given input text.
If either the first and/or the last character occurrences is zero in the preprocessing phase, then the time complexity of the search phase is of O(1) time.
• If the search is for another pattern for which the first and the last character are same as the previous pattern, then the preprocessing phase is not required. The previously computed table of occurrence can be used.
But, the DP algorithm also requires a preprocessing phase every time for every new pattern which results to a poor performance.
Hence, in this paper, we propose a novel DP algorithm for multiple patterns matching, which undergoes preprocessing phase only once for all patterns before search phase. This algorithm requires a preprocessing phase of O(m+σ) time, where m is the size of the given input text, and σ is the fixed amount of time required to construct the table of ASCII character set.
METHODOLOGY
The DP algorithm (Devaki-Paul algorithm), for single pattern matching can be made efficient also for multiple pattern matching by replacing the preprocessing phase with this novel methodology.
Here, we present a novel multiple patterns matching algorithm, called, Devaki-Paul algorithm (DP algorithm). This algorithm requires a preprocessing phase, in which it prepares a table which constitutes a 256 member ASCII character set to store the occurrences of each character in the given input text. The given input text is scanned once and the occurrences of each character are stored in the respective 256 member ASCII character set table.
Preprocessing Phase
In this phase, we find the occurrences of each character of the 256 member ASCII character set table in the given input text. Step 3: [Finish] return Then, it performs a search phase for the multiple pattern matching based on the pre-computed table with a set of rules.
Preprocessing(char

Search Phase
In this phase, we find the probability of having an occurrence of a pattern in the given input text by using the table of occurrences of pre-processing phase. Step 5:
Searching(char x[], int m, char y[], int n, int a[], int alen, int b[], int blen)
In the above algorithm, once we find the probability of occurrence of a pattern in the given input text, we perform an exact pattern matching by comparing the remaining characters of the pattern sequentially with the characters of the given input text.
IMPLEMENTATION
The DP algorithm for multiple pattern matching requires a preprocessing of the given input text to prepare a table of the occurrences of the 256 member ASCII character set. This table is used to find the probability of having a match of the pattern in the given input text, which reduces the number of comparisons, improving the performance of the pattern matching algorithm. The probability of having a match of the pattern in the given text is mathematically proved.
Mathematical Proof
Here, we get the occurrences of the first and the last characters of the given pattern from the already pre-computed 256 member ASCII character set. If the difference between any two occurrences of the last and the first characters of the pattern in the pre-computed table is less than the size of the pattern by one, then, it is taken as one probability for occurrence of an exact pattern match.
Let, x, be the given text of size m and y, be the given pattern of size n, where m ≥ n. Let us assume that, , is an array, in which, , represents the occurrences of the first character of the given pattern, y, from the precomputed 256 member ASCII character set, where, . Similarly, , is an array, in which, , represents the occurrences of the last character of the given pattern, y, from the pre-computed 256 member ASCII character set, where, .
We know that, 
From equations (2) & (3), we get Substituting equation (1), we get (4) Hence, we proved that, any condition which satisfies with the equation (4) , is a probability of occurrence of a pattern.
Description
Let us assume that the example text and patterns are as in Fig 1. The table of occurrences of the first and last characters of the pattern in the given input text will be obtained from the precomputed 256 member ASCII character set. After the preprocessing phase a search phase begins, where we use Search algorithm as given in the methodology, to find the probability of a pattern match. Here, we get three possibilities: Hence, the condition given in possibility 3 is satisfied. This will be taken as a probability of occurrence of a pattern in the given input text at the current location and then execute the algorithm, Match(), which finds whether the pattern exists in that place or not by comparing the remaining character of the given pattern with the character in the given input text sequentially. In this example, here, we find the pattern. Index variables, i and j, are incremented to search for the next possibility.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have implemented and tested the novel DP algorithm for multiple patterns matching using object oriented programming with Java and the results are as below.
Tests with Repeated Characters
The input text and the patterns are either taken with the same character or with the repeated set of characters. It provides the worst case situation for the pattern matching algorithm. A text of size 1024 bytes was taken as given below and tested with the multiple patterns as shown in the table 1. The results were compared with the BM algorithm and the Quick Search algorithm and are shown in the table 2 and also plotted in the graph as shown in the Fig. 2 . The performance of DP algorithm has been improved with respect to the BM algorithm with 2.8%~74.71% and the Quick Search algorithm with 3.86%~74.71%. 
Tests with an English Text and Random Patterns:
A text of size 1024 bytes was taken as given below and tested with the multiple patterns as given in the The results obtained by using DP algorithm for multiple patterns matching were compared with that of the BM algorithm and the Quick Search algorithm and are shown in the table 4 and also plotted in the graph as shown in the Fig. 2 . The performance of DP algorithm has been improved with respect to the BM algorithm with 73.21%~95.31% and the Quick Search algorithm with 70.76%~95.31%.
Tests with English Text and Random Patterns (Unsuccessful Search):
In this case, we have taken a set of patterns as an example, which leads to an unsuccessful search as given in the table 5 and a text as in the case of tests with English text and random patterns. The results obtained by using DP algorithm for multiple patterns matching were compared with that of the BM algorithm and the Quick Search algorithm and are shown in the table 6 and also plotted in the graph as shown in the figure Fig. 2 .
Here, irrespective of the sizes of the patterns and the texts, the number of character comparisons is zero. For example, if either the first and/or the last characters of the patterns are not present in the given input text, then certainly, there is no possibility of having an occurrence of the pattern in the given input text. In this case, the performance of DP algorithm for multiple patterns matching is 100% better than the BM algorithm and the Quick Search algorithm. However, if both the first and the last characters of the pattern are present in the given input text, then the search case will be as in the second case, i.e., tests with English text and random patterns. The time complexity of DP algorithm is directly proportional to the total number of occurrences of the first and the last characters of the pattern in the given input text.
CONCLUSION
We presented a Novel Devaki-Paul Multiple Pattern Matching Algorithm with a simple logic which is very easy to implement. We evaluated its performance with different texts and various set of patterns. The results were proved that the performance of the DP algorithm is greater than BM algorithm with 33%~91% and Quick Search algorithm with 37%~85%, in most of the cases. In case of unsuccessful search, the DP algorithm has zero character comparisons with irrespective of the size of the text and pattern, provided if either the first or the last character was not present in the given input text. In this case, the performance of the DP algorithm has been improved by 100%. The algorithm requires a pre-processing of the given input text only once before the search phase. It doesn't require further pre-processing phase for every pattern to search in the same given input text. The time complexity of the DP algorithm is directly proportional to the total number of occurrences of the first and the last characters of the patterns in the given input text.
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